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First of all welcome to Phraim and 
thanks for Downloading us. My 
name is Dale De Ruiter and I have 
put together a magazine I hope you 
all can enjoy. 
There are no advertisers in this 
mag and their never will be for one 
simple reason. There is no over 
head. 
The reason why you had to Down-
load this as a PDF is because there 
is no print version available.  
This has nothing to do with any-
thing but the price–which is free. 
Free free free. Which by the by 
would have to be one of my favor-
ite four letter words. It cost money 
to print hard copies thus no hard 
copies. As an added bonus no trees 
were destroyed for this and that is a 
sigh of relief for us all.  
One reason I am doing the mag is 
because I have literally tens of tal-
ented friends who by allowing me 
to present them to you do me great 
honor. I couldn’t just sit around 
waiting for an outside source to 
notice us walk over and stroke our 

ego. I’m sick of waiting and thought 
it would be fun to be the head hon-
cho of something for once. 
Some of these friends have contrib-
uted to this very issue while others 
are on the fence. Either they don’t 
have any art ready to go or more 
realistically they just want to see if 
the magazine will be nice looking 
or if i am talking trash and its not 
just mere electronic fish wrapper 
or bird cage liner or whatever old 
people say to feel funny. 
Another reason why I am doing 
this mag is because I have pictures 
laying around that will never get 
used and that makes me feel guilty. 
Guilty because they were taken 
with care and they all have their 
own beauty. To leave them out 
would not do anyone a good ser-
vice. Also this pertains to my friends 
too because their photos and art 
need to be seen as well if for no 
other reason to prove to their par-
ents that they are not a failure. Well 
actually that would be my reason. 
How do you like me now Dad. 

I am just trying to make the world a 
better place, one photo at a time. 
Thats right. I did just say that and 
now I am a complete douche-bag 
just like the guy from Angels and 
Airwaves. The one who used to be 
in Blink 182 and now everyone 
hates him but he still has the voice 
of an angel. I figure that a lot of 
great artists in the past were jerks. 
Apparently all you need to be a 
well recognized artist is equal parts 
rad art combined with asshole. If 
being a douche-bag gets me half 
way there well then so be it.
So here it is me, my friends and our 
art.
-dale de ruiter 

P.S. If you want to be our friend as 
well we are always looking for con-
tributors. Please though only digital 
copies because scanning is a huge 
pain in the ass. 

P.P.S. We are NOT pretentious 
douches please send in your 
goodens.

editor’s letter

Dale in a bubble: Kailey Moore

“It stinks so bad in 
that bubble”

-Kailey Moore
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If you would like to become a fine 
member of our awesome team and 
recieve free high fives. Also up for 
offer is massive amounts of radness 
by association just visit the Maga-

zines flickr page at 

http://www.flickr.com/groups/phraim/

or adversly you can email us at 

phraimmag@gmail.com

The Cake Is a lie: 
THS productions

Delicious box drawing:
5317 aesthetics
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Outside is the section where we in raw terms we present photos that were 
taken outside. Here you will find Landscape, Cityscape and everything in 
between. 

In this Issue we take a look at aquariums. More directly the life within 
aquariums. With the foriegn and epheral feeling of the water combined 
with the dynamic lighting it has always mafe a scene that holds the allure 
of any photographer.

People is the section for the human figure. Whether its portraits or action 
shots if it’s has a Human being as the subject matter this is where you will 
find it.

Inside is the section where you’ll find anything under a roof. With different 
types of lighting and a restricted subect matter this is one of the toughest 
settings to shoot.
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outside

Outside is the section where we in raw terms we present photos that were taken outside. 
Here you will find Landscape, Cityscape and everything in between. 

Old Car 1: Dale De Ruiter
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outisdeNested: Anne-Marie Fogh
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Dirty Bird 2: Dale De Ruiter
Downtown Edmonton: Dale De Ruiter

Orange II: Knirsch Knarz
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Nechako Centre series: Lisa Walker

Nechako Centre series: Lisa Walker

Nechako Centre series: Lisa Walker

White Sail Apartments: Lisa Walker
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To the left: Demonika

Iron: Demonika

Mozaic: Demonika

Chains: DemonikaRhubarb: Demonika

Reflection: Demonika
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out and about

5 Jelly Fish: Dale De Ruiter
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feature: at the aquarium
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at the aquarium
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Water Plant: Dale De Ruiter

at the aquarium

Starfish: Dale De Ruiter
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2 Jelly Fish: Dale De Ruiter

Blue Fish: Dale De Ruiter

at the aquariumat the aquarium
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Belugies: Dale De Ruiter



Seahorse: Christa van Gend
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Big Fish: Knirsch Knarz

Sea Scap: Dale De Ruiter
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at the aquariumat the aquarium
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Turtle Shark: Dale De Ruiter
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no more will my green sea go turn a deeper blue: Barbara Breitenbach
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People is the section for the human figure. Whether its portraits or action shots if it’s has a 
Human being as the subject matter this is where you will find it.

Self Portrait outside of elementary school I went to: Lisa Walker

Self Portrait inside parents van: Lisa Walker Poloroid Project: Lisa WalkerPoloroid Project: Lisa Walker
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Grateful citizens of Newstopia pay tribute to their fearsome yet benevolent overlord: Mike Eng Body Slammed: Dale De Ruiter
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365:14:nah, not today: Barbara Breitenbach

peoplepeople
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Kailey at the beach: Dale De Ruiter
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...ich will viel lieber einen mann...: Barbara Breitenbach

insideinside
Inside is the section where you’ll find anything under a 
roof. With different types of lighting and a restricted sub-
ect matter this is one of the toughest settings to shoot.
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late: Barbara BreitenbachCicada Wing: Anne-Marie Fogh
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sliky light: Dale De Ruiter

Grandpa’s Phone 3: Knirsch Knarz
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yellow stripe fake plant: Dale De Ruiter
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...HOT.: Barbara Breitenbach plant light: Dale De Ruiter
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